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The New York Times best-selling author of Eat to Live, Super Immunity, The End of Diabetes, and
THE FINISH of Dieting presents a scientifically proven, practical program to prevent and reverse
cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death in America - coinciding with the author's new
medical study revealing headline-making findings. Dr. Joel Fuhrman, among the country's leading
specialists on preventative medicine, presents his science-backed nutritional program that addresses
the leading cause of loss of life in the us: heart disease. An expert in the research of food, Dr.
Fuhrman's strategy begins with the meals we eat. Fuhrman provides us the data to counterattack
this widespread epidemic and business lead longer, healthier lives. Fuhrman speaks right to listeners
who want to take control of their health and avoid taking medicine or undergoing complicated,
costly surgery - both standard remedies prescribed today. He targets a higher nutrient per calorie
ratio, with a variety of options for different needs and conditions. By understanding heart disease
and its triggers, Dr. He shows us what things to remove and what to add to our diets for ideal heart
health, provides menu programs and dishes for heart-healthy foods and snacks, and includes
helpful questions for doctors and sufferers. Following the model of his previous courses that have
successfully tackled conditions from diabetes to dieting, Dr.
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all of them are great. In this manner of eating may be the only way . A whole load of taste Plant
based foods... Fuhrman since 2011, I have read all of his books, they are all great. Another great
book! If I can perform it anyone can, you need to manage your lifestyle, Dr. The reason behind 4
stars rather than 5 stars is because I believe he excessively bashes the medical establishment over
and over. There are millions of recipes on the internet as well as Dr. Joel Kahn (a cardiologist and
reviewer of Dr.. Usually make the Salad the primary Dish, as Dr. Fast forwards and Dr.. I don't miss
Meat at all, as I have cut it entirely out of my diet. First, I have the majority of Dr. Fuhrman's books .
This book repeats the basics of "consuming to live" and a nutrient-dense, plant-rich, nutritarian,
flexitarian, diet plan life-style, using food as medicine and meals for disease avoidance and cure.
That is unfortunate because the book is i'm all over this. First, I have most of Dr.. I've also examine
books by additional doctors who create in this genre including McDougall, Kahn, Esselstyn, etc.
And, I'm not aware of rampant levels of cardiovascular disease in societies where potatoes are a
prime part of their diet?, who find conflicting information or evidence to get hold of Dr. I'm not
starving, and my prepared plate looks gorgeous. Fuhrman says. Great guide for a wholesome heart
Finding out how to prevent and reverse cardiovascular disease. Not true. There's some repetition,
but I don't brain it, because I need it..Dr. K Lance Gould offers multiple publications objectively
demonstrating through Family pet scans the reversal of CVD through a diet which include animal
proteins. Initially I almost returned the book. Actually, among Gould's early patients--Al
Weatherhead--passed away just a few years ago after being given a loss of life sentence in the
80s.Dr. William Davis has published, in PubMed, research showing his diet plan, which includes
animal protein, the reversal of CVD _AND_ coronary calcification. In his publication, Monitor Your
Plaque, and, site Curereality, Davis also cites patients who've reversed their calcium score from the
hundreds to the hundreds. (As a side be aware, a cardiologist in Dallas, TX, in the 1990s, was
sending his individuals to a nutritionist, Cliff Sheats. The MD noted his patients had seen 100%
reversal of CVD via Sheats' diet plan.)Third, Dr. Fuhrman advises against (or limiting) potatoes,
however, they're included in Dr. Fuhrman works or shows up with Dr. Fuhrman's internet site.
Fuhrman's book. So, which is it. I take advantage of his dietary recommendations extensively in a
weight reduction and preventive wellness clinic and we have been getting great outcomes
emphasizing a mainly plant-based diet. Fuhrman's books, including his publication on fasting, Eat to
Live, End of Diabetes and The End of CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (EOHD), and, have many of his
videos.potato? I think I have also however discoveredwhy these plant structured proponents all
create books, running a weight loss clinic is not very profitable.Issues: page 12 of EOHD asks any
doctors, researchers, etc. Also in the section on Dr. Esselstyn's diet plan, he doesn't fully address
this. I really like Fuhrman's latest publication. Esselstyn's diet--which is definitely advocated by Dr.
Mark Hyman who wrote Eat Extra fat, Get Thin. Hyman advocates moderate/low amounts of
animal proteins, Saturated Fats, etc. Again, confusing since their techniques are opposing.Will
continue to read the book, and, make an effort to reach Dr. Mypatients also have commented that
none of these appearance all that athletic; In this manner of eating is the only way to safeguard
yourself not merely from High temperature Disease but Malignancy and Diabetes as well.Fourth, Dr.
I purchased it because my child has a heart defect that predisposes him to coranary artery disease
afterwards in existence and I want to do what I can to greatly help him prevent that. I have been
eating this way for 3 years. In that time, I have not been sick once.As a former university group
physician and Olympic Training Center volunteerphysician as well as highly skilled athlete, I also get
Fuhrman, Hyman, Davis, McDougall, Campbell et al quite weak on exercise prescription. Great
health information! I don't count calories and I preserve a bmi of 19. My blood pressure and
cholesterol are great. It works! A WORTHY READ--FOLLOW THESE DIETARY Suggestions AND

YOU MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE What I love about Fuhrman is he backs up his conclusions with
scientific research and is not afraid to defend myself against BIG FOOD.. And at 69I am viewing
some very nice personal health benefits aswell. My poor criticisms are that a lot of his materials is
normally redundant between his books so youwill read much the same in End of Diabetes and Eat
to Live, etc., overall this is a Great Book, do as it says and defeat the diseases of the typical
American Diet. I've been following Dr. I am in my forties and Personally i think better than I did so in
my own twenties. Fuhrman to provide the references relating to Gould and Davis. nevertheless, they
look much better than the extra fat physicians I have noticed atmeetings of the former American
Society of Bariatric Physicians right now the Obesity Medical Association. Or no. It really is even
more a labor of like for me--unlike many weight loss physicians, we accept insurance
(reimbursement sucks) and many insurers refuse to purchase 'obesity' as a principal diagnosis. So
whenever a patient is unable to afford treatment or lives too far away or can be a diabetic which
has just learned from me they have peripheral neuropathy (Iperform up to 300 EMG's and nerve
tests monthly) I routinely suggest they purchase a number of of Dr. Fuhrman's books. I concur
withhim that anyone pursuing his dietary recommendations will become healthier and in fact may
save their own existence. Our clinic is duplicating his results--we are getting people off blood
pressure pills, statins, and even insulin! I'm a believer! Gould worked with Dean Ornish on the very
early cutting edge reversal of CVD through non-invasive methods, but, as he writes in his publication
felt Ornish's approach was too high in starchy carbs and sensed vegetables, lean proteins and
fruits (for the reason that order) ought to be the business lead foods for heart sufferers. But, I'm
investing in an advanced healthful lifestyle and believe this is the answer. Thank you Dr. I'm enjoying
feeding on vegetarian for the first 30 days & I find the quick weight loss arrange for this timeframe
as well. Fuhrman. The info in this book is indeed important To understand and make an effort to
follow. I've dropped 11#'s in 20 days eating healthful! Fuhrman notes, on page 188, there has not
been any diet with 'animal proteins' that is proven to reverse center (vascular) disease (CVD). Too
Long The book offers some very useful advice. I am following the guidelines in this reserve since I
acquired a heart attack 3 a few months ago. So far my blood pressure has dropped 20 points
and I have lost 36 pounds. My anti snoring is improving and hopefully my pre-diabetes is improving.
Fuhrman can lead you to water but you have to drink, You should commit yourself to this way of
eating for life.. I dropped 30 pounds the first three months and held it off. Hardly ever thought I'd put
kale in my own smoothies, but found out I really like a berry/kale smoothie with my huge healthful
salad for breakfast. Has been giving great quality recipes etc which are Easy and delicious Five
Stars Great information great great book Web page turner of a different kind Great info about the
most recent science presented in very readable format. Nutrient Dense, Plant rich, Nutritarian diet life
style for disease prevention and cure EXCELLENT BOOK. I have read various other books by Joel
Fuhrman aswell: Eat to Live and End of Dieting and End of Diabetes... Joel Fuhrman will change the
way you consider food. If you like Michael Gregor, you will LOVE Joel Furhman, and vice versa. Five
Stars Lots of nutritional information!
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